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QUESTION 1

Which of the following methods can find an element by its class name? Select two options 

A. find__element__by__css__selector 

B. find.__element__by__id. 

C. find_ element_bY_xpath 

D. find_element_by_tag_name 

E. find_element_by_partial_link_text 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 2

What Is an iframe? 

A. A user profile created to represent a user type that interacts with the system in a specific way 

B. An attribute that specifies a unique ID for an HTML or XML element 

C. A testing framework that runs automated tests for Selenium on a Macintosh computer 

D. An encompassing frame on an HTML page which can be used to embed another HTML document inside the first
one 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a test hook? 

A. A tool that provides an environment for test automation 

B. A tool to automate comparison of actual results with expected results 

C. A customized software interface that enables automated testing of a System Under Test (SUT) 

D. The degree to which tests can be designed and executed 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Consider the following test steps; 
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Which of the following function signatures is the best for keyword implementing test step number 1 ? 

A. def login (): 

B. def login_with_admin_credentials () : 

C. def login(username, password) : 

D. def create_user (username, user_email, password) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Given amodal dialog with an ID = "modal1" and a button in the modal with a class name = "modal1butlon1", which
line(s) of code will click on the modal button? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 
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C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

In the web application you are testing, you need to select several options in a dropdown menu Which of the following is
the BEST approach for selecting a dropdown option using WebDriver? 

A. Use the switch_to class to switch to the dropdown element, and then click on the option in the dropdown 

B. Click on the dropdown option using its relative XPath 

C. Click on the dropdown option using its absolute XPath 

D. Click on the dropdown element and then click on the option in the dropdown 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Your SUT displays an alert with two buttons OK and Cancel 

Issuing the dismiss*) command for that alert is equal to manually pressing which button? 

A. OK 

B. Cancel 

C. Neither 

D. It is impossible to tell 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following statements is true about test automation metrics? 

A. Meaningful test automation metrics should be established quickly 

B. Meaningful test automation metrics are the same no matter the size of the project 

C. Meaningful test automation metrics are simply comparing relative test effort for manual versus automated tests 

D. Meaningful test automation metrics are part of demonstrating business value 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 9

Assume thatwithin the ACME com homepage there exists the following edit box: 

and that it is the only text box with the name "q" Lookat the following lines of code: 

What is the correct sequence of above lines to take a screenshot of ACME.com homepage? 

A. IV, II, V, I. Ill 

B. II, IV. I, V. Ill 

C. II, IV, III, V, I 

D. II. IV. V. I. Ill 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

If you need to test the content within a specific frame in a web page, which one of the following is the BEST approach
for gaining access to the frame? 

A. Get handles for the open frames and switch to the frame with that handle 

B. Execute JavaScriptwindow_open code to open the desired frame 

C. Create a WebDriver object for the frame and use the gotframeQ method using the object 

D. Use the swltch_to class to switch to the desired frame 

Correct Answer: A 
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